
Lithuanian initiative: national language as a horizontal 
generalising priority of smart specialisation 

 

1. Theoretical basis.  Already for two decades Europe has been focussing on enhancing 
global economic and technological competitiveness and modernising work life. Deepening 
globalisation is also radically changing the relation between the language and processes of 
Europeanisation taking place in all areas. Until the 21st century the language was assigned a 
cultural and social role, whereas nowadays the role and application possibilities of the 
language take on the economic nature. As a result of prevalence of knowledge- and creation-
based economy, languages and multilingual formations have a direct impact on global 
economic processes. National  languages and multilingual formations in integral economy 
generate innovative and competitive ideas which turn into innovations and the latter are then 
translated into the cultural, social and, most importantly, economic added value. Prospects 
for the development of languages and multilingual formations are to be directly associated 
with Europe's multi-level regional development and with the competitiveness of societies, 
states and Europe itself: the languages are as viable as Europe is competitive. And vice 
versa: the more efficient the impact of the language is, the more competitive is the society 
and economy. 

2. New linguistic approach. The new approach to the language as a factor of economic 
value is very important for the European multilingualism policy and smart specialisation. 
Language technologies as a horizontal part of national smart specialisation may play a great 
role in enhancing multilingual digital resources as a factor of competitiveness. On the 
political stage it is important to prepare the system for preservation and dissemination of 
languages via the inclusion of national languages into global economic circulation and the 
integration of multi-level discourses into general strategies.  

2. New conception of language industries. It is obvious that the economic role of the 
language increases in line with the development of knowledge-, innovation- and creation-
based economy. The new language industries include methodologies for developing 
language innovations and exclusive linguistic competencies, aimed at global competition, 
and also professional competencies and digital resources. 

2. Measures. The main measure consists of linguistic resources organised in such a way that 
they develop language possibilities (historical, social, cultural and ethnological unique 
potential) to the utmost. The linkage between the language and the creative linguistic 
construction of ideas and innovations (not only technological innovations, but also those of 
lifestyles, work, cohabitation, exact sciences, etc.) increasingly makes the linguistic creation 
process (ideas are formulated in national languages!) a specific (often generalising) creative 
industry, a composite part of each innovative process from an innovative idea to the creation 
of media-like forms of global dissemination. 



3. Tools. Language technologies and digital resources in prioritising multilingual corpora, 
thesauruses and webnets (on multilingual European language clouds) as well as research and 
pilot projects in language visualisation + road mapping.   

4. Proposed project: digital resources infrastructure project for generating the added value 
of the language targeting multi-level regional development (from local to supranational) and 
complying with the principles of smart specialisation "From linguistic formulation of an 
innovative/creative idea to technological solutions in a global competitive environment". 


